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ABSTRACT Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy is used in numerous biophysical and biomedical applica-
tions to monitor inter- and intramolecular interactions and conformational changes in the 2–10 nm range. FRET is currently
being extended to in vivo optical imaging, its main application being in quantifying drug-target engagement or drug release in
animal models of cancer using organic dye or nanoparticle-labeled probes. Herein, we compared FRET quantification using
intensity-based FRET (sensitized emission FRET analysis with the three-cube approach using an IVIS imager) and macro-
scopic fluorescence lifetime (MFLI) FRET using a custom system using a time-gated-intensified charge-coupled device, for
small animal optical in vivo imaging. The analytical expressions and experimental protocols required to quantify the product
fDE of the FRET efficiency E and the fraction of donor molecules involved in FRET, fD , are described in detail for both method-
ologies. Dynamic in vivo FRET quantification of transferrin receptor-transferrin binding was acquired in live intact nude mice
upon intravenous injection of a near-infrared-labeled transferrin FRET pair and benchmarked against in vitro FRET using hy-
bridized oligonucleotides. Even though both in vivo imaging techniques provided similar dynamic trends for receptor-ligand
engagement, we demonstrate that MFLI-FRET has significant advantages. Whereas the sensitized emission FRET approach
using the IVIS imager required nine measurements (six of which are used for calibration) acquired from three mice, MFLI-FRET
needed only one measurement collected from a single mouse, although a control mouse might be needed in a more general
situation. Based on our study, MFLI therefore represents the method of choice for longitudinal preclinical FRET studies such
as that of targeted drug delivery in intact, live mice.
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WHY IT MATTERS FRET measurements in live animals open a unique window into drug-target interaction monitoring,
by sensing the close proximity between a donor and acceptor-labeled molecular probes. To perform these
measurements, a three-cube fluorescent intensity measurement strategy can be adopted, as is common for in vitro FRET
microscopy studies. However, it is challenging to translate this already cumbersome approach to in vivo small animal
imaging. Here, we compare this standard approach, for which we provide a revised analytical framework, to a
conceptually much simpler and more powerful one based on fluorescence lifetime measurements. Our results
demonstrate that the technical challenge of in vivo fluorescence lifetime macroscopic imaging is well worth
surmounting to obtain quantitative, whole-animal information regarding molecular drug-target engagement.
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INTRODUCTION

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been
extensively used in fluorescence microscopy as a
nanometer-range (2–10 nm) proximity assay (1,2),
addressing a distance range that even super-resolution
microscopy cannot resolve (<20–30 nm) in live cells.
FRET provides information on the distance between
donor (D)-labeled and acceptor (A)-labeled proteins for
each specific donor-acceptor fluorophore pair, indepen-
dently of the resolution provided by the fluorescence
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imaging methodology used to acquire FRET measure-
ments (3–6). Thus, FRET can be performed at both
visible as well as near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths and
can be measured by a wide variety of fluorescence-
based imaging methodologies, beyond traditional
microscopy approaches (7–9). These characteristics
make FRET broadly applicable and one of the most
extensively used imaging approaches in living cells as
well as in model organisms, including bacteria, yeast,
C. elegans, drosophila, and mice (6).

There are several different types of FRET assays
in fluorescence biological imaging. Intramolecular
FRET is used mostly to detect transient and dynamic
signaling events using genetically encoded FRET-
based biosensors in living cells (10–14). These
biosensor constructs provide a constant 1:1 donor/
acceptor stoichiometry in each pixel, allowing for the
implementation of ratiometric intensity-based imaging
for a fast and qualitative FRET analysis. However,
ratiometric FRET is very sensitive to the signal/noise
ratio (SNR), has limited dynamic range, and requires a
significant number of image processing steps, such
as background subtraction, shade/flatfield correction,
image alignment, and photobleaching correction as
discussed in the literature (15–25). These problems
are further compounded for visible range fluorophores
in tissues, where measurements are affected by
autofluorescence and the wavelength and tissue-
dependent attenuation of light propagation in hetero-
geneous tissues (26). “Intermolecular” FRET has been
established to monitor protein-protein interactions in
live cells using separate donor- and acceptor-labeled
proteins (27,28). However, in intermolecular FRET, the
relative abundance of donor and acceptorfluorophores
is not always controllable and can change over time,
limiting the information that can be extracted from ra-
tiometricmeasurements to the “apparent” or “average”
energy transfer efficiency CED, which depends on the D
to A distance (FRET efficiency E for D-A pairs) but
also on the fraction fD of donor molecules that are
involved in energy transfer.

Fluorescence lifetime microscopy (FLIM) is re-
garded as the most robust means to collect FRET
data since it is largely not influenced by probe concen-
tration, signal intensity, or spectral bleed-through
contamination (6). FLIM quantifies FRET occurrence
by measuring the reduction of the fluorescence life-
time of the donor when in close proximity to the
acceptor. Since the acceptor effectively behaves as
a quencher of the donor's fluorescence, this quench-
ing process is accompanied by a reduction in the
quantum yield and lifetime of the donor (7). FLIM
can measure FRET in each biological sample via
the collection of the donor emission channel only.
However, FLIM requires complex instrumentation
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and fairly advanced analysis involving either the pha-
sor approach or model-based fitting (29), which makes
it less accessible or straightforward compared with in-
tensity-based FRET, which can be implemented with
standard fluorescence microscopes and involves sim-
ple algebraic data processing (30–32). On the other
hand, FLIM-FRET is not devoid of potential traps, as
a fluorophore's lifetime can be sensitive to many other
environmental perturbations (33), and it should there-
fore be carried with appropriate control experiments.

Extending FRET assays to in vivo noninvasive “mac-
roscopy” is one of the last frontiers of FRET imaging.
Recently, in vivo FRET imaging approaches have been
implemented to measure nanoparticle drug delivery
and release, drug-target engagement, and dynamic
probe uptake or biosensor-based signaling in various
preclinical animal models (8,9,34–39). A major issue
preventing full application of FRET into small animal
imaging is the need to red-shift FRET into the NIR
range to reduce absorption and minimize autofluores-
cence, as well as to increase depth of penetration in
thick tissues (40). Development of NIR-labeled donor
and acceptor pairs has permitted the implementation
of noninvasive longitudinal FRET as well as the multi-
plexing of FRET pairs with metabolic imaging applica-
tion in intact living mice (41–44), although that comes
with additional challenges, such as the shorter fluores-
cence lifetime and lower quantum yield of NIR-emit-
ting dyes.

Here, we address this challenge by comparing
intensity- and lifetime-based NIR intermolecular FRET
imaging assays designed to monitor receptor-ligand in-
teractions in live intact mice (41,44–47). In the context
of ligand-receptor systems, FRET between donor-
labeled and acceptor-labeled ligands occurs upon their
binding tomembrane-bounddimerized receptors. Using
intensity- and lifetime-basedFRETmicroscopy, wehave
demonstrated that protein ligands (e.g., transferrin: Tf)
do bind extracellular domains of membrane-bound re-
ceptors (e.g., transferrin receptor: TfR) (48,49). More-
over, in vivo macroscopic fluorescence lifetime-FRET
(MFLI-FRET) measurements have been successfully
validated via ex vivo histochemistry, establishing that
in vivo FRET signal directly reports on receptor-ligand
engagement in intact live animals (43,44,47,50,51).

In the present study, we revisited the standard three-
cube equations for intensity-based FRET in the NIR
range and systematically compared its results to life-
time-based FRET measurements analysis for macro-
scopic imaging. The comparison was first done in vitro
with NIR-labeled double-stranded DNA FRET standard
samples. We then extended our comparison to
in vivopharmaco-kineticsofNIR-labeled ligand-receptor
engagement monitored over more than 1.5 h. Alto-
gether, we show that although intensity-based NIR



FRET analysis in vivo can be performed, lifetime-based
invivoNIRFRETanalysis isamuchmore robustand reli-
able approach for whole-animal quantitative FRET
imaging.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Macroscopic fluorescence lifetime-FRET with gated-
ICCD

MFLI was performed using a time-resolved wide-field illumination
and a time-gated intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera
(42). The system's excitation source was a tunable fs pulsed Ti-
Sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP, Spectra-Physics, CA) set to 695 nm. Po-
wer at the imaging plane was approximately 2 and 3 mW/cm2 for
in vitro and in vivo MFLI, respectively. A digital micro-mirror device
(DLi 4110, Texas Instruments, TX) was used for wide-field illumina-
tion over the sample plane. During animal imaging, active illumina-
tion was applied to ensure that the signal in the different regions of
interest did not saturate the camera (52) (Table S1). The time-
gated-ICCD camera (Picostar HR, LaVision, Germany) was set to ac-
quire gate images with a gate width of WICCD ¼ 300 ps, separated by
gate steps dt ¼ 40 ps (details provided in Ref. (42)). This width and
resolution have been shown to be sufficient for efficient recovery of
the short lifetimes involved in this study (and in fact wider and
sparser instrument response function (IRF) measurements have
been successfully used as well (51)), provided a sufficient SNR is
achieved. Gates covered over a temporal window of duration
shorter than the full 12.5-ns laser period (G ¼ 150 to 176 total
gate images per acquisition, i.e., D ¼ 6 to 7 ns), sufficient to acquire
the full fluorescence decay. During fluorescence imaging, a band-
pass filter of 720 5 6.5 nm (FF 720/13, Semrock, NY) and a long-
pass filter of 715 nm (FF 715/LP25, Semrock, NY) were applied to
selectively collect donor fluorescence signal and reject laser scat-
ter and acceptor fluorescence. The ICCD's microchannel plate
voltage and the gate integration time were further optimized in
each case to avoid detector saturation (Table S1). IRFs were ac-
quired with equivalent illumination conditions to those used for
fluorescence imaging, except for the emission filters, which were
removed.
Intensity-based FRET imaging using IVIS imager

All samples, including donor-only (DO), acceptor-only (AO), and
double-labeled (DA) samples, were imaged simultaneously in the
same field of view of an IVIS Lumina XRMS Series III imaging system
(Perkin Elmer, MA), including heated stage (37 �C) and isoflurane
anesthesia connections for small animal imaging. Excitation wave-
lengths were set to 660 5 10 nm for the donor and 740 5 10 nm
for the acceptor fluorophores. The emission filters were set to 713
5 20 nm for the donor and to 793 5 20 nm for the acceptor
fluorophores. The intensity used in IVIS was constant throughout
all imaging experiments. Three spectral channels were acquired
for intensity FRET imaging: 1) donor channel (donor excitation and
donor emission), 2) acceptor channel (acceptor excitation
and acceptor emission), and 3) FRET channel (donor excitation
and acceptor emission), with adjusted exposure time for
each channel (Table S2). The image size was 256� 256 pixels after
4� 4 binning of the camera full-frame image. In the case of in vivo
imaging, one set of images (donor, acceptor, and FRET channels)
was acquired before any fluorophore injection and used as back-
ground and subtracted from the subsequent series.
Intensity-based FRET data analysis

Intensity-based FRET efficiency measurement relies on quantifying
the amount of FRET-induced acceptor fluorescence (also called
sensitized emission) in a sample, relative to that measured in the
donor emission channel.

In an ideal situation where each donor fluorophore is located at a
fixed distance from an acceptor fluorophore, (i.e., samples in which
100% of the donor molecules undergo FRET, denoted DA to empha-
size that each donor forms a pair with an acceptor), a simple ratio-
metric approach using only signals obtained upon excitation with
a donor-specific wavelength can be used to obtain the so-called
proximity ratio (PR), or uncorrected ratiometric FRET efficiency,
given by Eq. 1 (53):

PR ¼ FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ
FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ þ FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ ; (1)

where FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ and FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ are background-corrected acceptor
and donor intensities of the sample undergoing FRET measured

upon donor excitation, respectively (see Table 1 for notations).
Measuring PR is a semiquantitative approach for approximately
quantifying FRET efficiency in a FRET sample where donor and
acceptor are for instance conjugated to the same molecule, but it
leaves aside contributions such as donor emission cross talk (donor
signal detected in the acceptor emission channel) and acceptor
cross-excitation (direct excitation of the acceptor with donor excita-
tion wavelengths) among other effects. Indeed, generally, the total
fluorescence collected in each emission channel is a contribution
of acceptor emission from FRET, donor emission leakage, and
acceptor emission from direct excitation.

Sensitized emission FRET (SE-FRET) approaches have been
designed to correct for these additional effects and require data
acquired with separate excitation and emission combinations (the
so-called three-cube approach) (16,22,53–57).

A first-order correction consists in subtracting the direct acceptor
excitation and the leakage of the donor emission from the measured
acceptor signal to obtain a better estimate of the FRET-induced
acceptor emission (i.e., the relevant FRET emission signal), using
Eq. 2:

FFRET ¼ FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ � dAF
Aem
Aex

ðDAÞ � lDF
Dem
Dex

ðDAÞ; (2)

where dA is the direct acceptor excitation correction factor, and lD is
the donor leakage correction factor.
The first correction factor dA is measured using an acceptor-only
(AO) sample excited separately at two excitation wavelengths
(donor and acceptor) and detected in the acceptor emission chan-
nel. Correction factor dA is calculated using Eq. A.13 in the Appendix
(17,24,53,57).

The second correction factor lD is measured using a donor-only
(DO) sample excited with a donor excitation wavelength (donor exci-
tation channel) and detected in both emission channels (donor and
acceptor). Correction factor lD is calculated using Eq. A.12 in the
Appendix (17,24,53,57).

The FRET efficiency E can then be computed as follows (24,53):

E ¼ FFRET

FFRET þ gFDem
Dex

ðDAÞ ; (3)

where g is the detection-correction factor defined as g ¼
4Ah

A
A=4Dh

D
D . 4A and 4D are the acceptor and donor quantum yields,
respectively, and hAA (resp. h
D
D) is the acceptor (resp. donor) detection

efficiency in the acceptor (resp. donor) channel.
Although Eqs. 2 and 3 are adequate in many situations, certain

experimental situations result in further signal contamination,
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TABLE 1 Notations used in the text to refer to various background-corrected sample signals and their description

Symbol Sample Excitation Emission Interpretation

FDem
Dex

ðDOÞ donor donor donor donor-only sample signal obtained with
donor excitation detected in donor

emission channel
FAem
Dex

ðDOÞ donor donor acceptor donor-only sample with donor excitation,
detected in acceptor emission channel

FAem
Aex

ðDOÞ donor acceptor acceptor donor-only sample signal obtained with
acceptor excitation, detected in acceptor

emission channel
FDem
Dex

ðAOÞ acceptor donor donor acceptor-only sample signal obtained with
donor excitation, detected in donor

emission channel
FAem
Dex

ðAOÞ acceptor donor acceptor acceptor-only sample signal obtained with
donor excitation, detected in acceptor

emission channel
FAem
Aex

ðAOÞ acceptor acceptor acceptor acceptor-only sample signal obtained with
acceptor excitation, detected in acceptor

emission channel
FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ FRET donor donor donor-acceptor pair sample signal obtained
with donor excitation, detected in donor

emission channel
FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ FRET donor acceptor donor-acceptor pair sample signal obtained
with donor excitation, detected in

acceptor emission channel
FAem
Aex

ðDAÞ FRET acceptor acceptor donor-acceptor pair sample signal obtained
with acceptor excitation, detected in

acceptor emission channel

The notation FðSÞEemXex
, used in Ref. (53), represents the signal from species “S” (e.g., donor D) excited by excitation channel X (lower index no-

tation, e.g., Dex for donor excitation laser) and detected in emission channel E (e.g., Dem for donor emission channel).
when for instance the donor fluorophore can be excited at the
acceptor excitation wavelength or when the acceptor fluorophore
can be detected in the donor emission channel. The first effect con-
tributes some unwanted signal to a quantity used to correct the
sensitized emission of the acceptor in Eq. 2, whereas the second re-
quires further correction of the donor channel signal. In those cases,
some donor signal needs to be subtracted from FAem

Aex
ðDAÞ and some

acceptor signal from FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ.
These corrections involve two additional correction factors (dD

and lA), as discussed in the Appendix (54). To retrieve dD , two mea-
surements of a DO sample are needed: 1) excitation at the donor
wavelength and recording in the acceptor emission channel and 2)
excitation at the acceptor wavelength and recording in the acceptor
emission channel. Correction factor dD is calculated using Eq. A.12
in the Appendix (54).

The last correction factor lA requires two measurements of an AO
sample: 1) excitation at the donor wavelength and recording in the
donor emission channel and 2) excitation at the donor wavelength
and recording in the acceptor emission channel. Correction factor
lA is calculated using Eq. A.13 in the Appendix (54).

It should be noted that correction factors dA , lA , dD ; and lD are spe-
cific to fluorophores as well as imaging systems, and they ideally
require constant excitation intensities throughout the series of mea-
surements. At the very least, one must take into account differences
in excitation intensity (and integration time) if those need to be
adjusted for experimental reasons. Consequently, these correction
factors need to be estimated every time the experimental conditions
are modified (excitation intensities, integration times, filters, fluoro-
phores, or molecular environments).

After all four correction terms have been retrieved, the sensitized
emission FRET signal, FFRET , can be calculated (see Eq. A.21 for
details):
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FFRET ¼ 1 þ alAlD
1 � dAdD

FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ � dA

1 � dAdD
FAem
Aex

ðDAÞ

� lD
1 � lAlD

FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ;
(4)
where parameter a is defined by Eq. A.19 in the Appendix. If lA ¼
dD ¼ 0, one recovers Eq. 2.
Similarly, the FRET efficiency can be obtained by a modified

version of Eq. 3 (see Eq. A.22):

E ¼ FFRET

FFRET þ g

1 � lAlD

�
FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ � lAFA
D ðDAÞ

� ; (5)
an expanded version of which can be found in the Appendix (Eq.
A.18). If lA ¼ dD ¼ 0, one obviously recovers Eq. 3.
The above equations only apply to a pure FRET sample (DA), as
mentioned at the beginning of the discussion and indicated by the
notations. In general, a real sample will contain a mixture M of spe-
cies: donor-only (DO), acceptor-only (AO), and FRET (DA), whose
respective fractions are fully specified by the total number ND of
donor molecules and total number NA of acceptor molecules and
the fraction fD of donor molecules and fraction fA of acceptor mole-
cules involved in FRET interaction (with fDND ¼ fANA). This mixture
of species will be characterized by three different types of signals
FEem
Xex

(M), each verifying the following:

FEem
Xex ðMÞ ¼ FEem

Xex ðAOÞ þ FEem
Xex ðDOÞ þ FEem

Xex ðDAÞ (6)



As derived in the Appendix, the product fDE of the fraction of donor
fD involved in FRET and the FRET efficiency E of the FRET sample
can then be expressed in terms of the three measured quantities
FDem
Dex

ðMÞ, FAem
Dex

ðMÞ; and FAem
Aex

ðMÞ and the coefficients defined by Eqs.
A.12, A.13, A.15, and A.19 as (Eq. A.27 in the Appendix):
fDE ¼ CED ¼ ð1 þ alAlDÞFAem
Dex

ðMÞ � alDF
Dem
Dex

ðMÞ � dAF
Aem
Aex

ðMÞ�
1 þ alAðlD � gÞFAem

Dex
ðMÞ þ aðg � lDÞFDem

Dex
ðMÞ � dAF

Aem
Aex

ðMÞ ; (7)
which turns out to be the same formula as obtained for a pure DA
sample (Eq. 5) with the replacement of E by fDE .

In the more general case where a number n of distinct FRET con-
figurations fDAigi¼ 1.n of the donor and acceptor molecules can be
observed, with FRET efficiencies fEig and fractions ffig, the same
formula applies, with the difference that the term fDE is replaced
by the sum CED ¼ Pn

i¼1fiEi as shown in the Appendix (Eq. A.32).
Note in particular that, in the case of a mixture of D, A, and a single

DA species, it is not possible to disentangle E from fD without further
information on the sample. Fortunately, the quantity CED can also be
estimated using lifetime measurements as discussed in the next
section, allowing a direct comparison of both methods.
Lifetime-based FRET data analysis

In the ideal case, quantification of FRET using fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLI) only requires measuring the fluorescence lifetime of
the donor undergoing FRET and that of the isolated donor (no
FRET condition). The result of FRET is a reduction (quenching) of
the donor fluorescence lifetime.

There are two conventional methods to obtain lifetime-based
FRET quantification: 1) multiexponential fitting and 2) phasor anal-
ysis (58,59). We have demonstrated the equivalence of the two
methods for in vitro and in vivo MFLI-FRET analysis in recent publi-
cations (46,51), and will therefore not discuss the latter method any
further. In the simplest FRET-FLI analysis case, two donor lifetimes
contribute to the observed decay: tDA is the lifetime of the donor un-
dergoing FRET, and tDO is the lifetime of the donor not undergoing
FRET. The resulting decay can therefore be modeled using a bi-expo-
nential function (Eq. 8):

FTðtÞ ¼ IRFTðtÞ5
h
A1e

� t
t1 þ A0e

� t
t0

i
þ F0; (8)

where FT ðtÞ is the T-periodic fluorescence intensity as function of
time t after laser excitation (sometimes referred to as a temporal

point spread function or TPSF). IRFT ðtÞ corresponds to the T-periodic
instrument response function, which is convolved with the fluores-
cence decay (symbol 5, interpreted as a cyclic-convolution over a
single period T) (60). A1 and A0 correspond to the amplitudes of
the quenched and unquenched donor contributions, whereas
tDA ¼ t1 and tDO ¼ t0 are the quenched and unquenched lifetimes,
respectively.

The relative amplitudes of each component are related to the frac-
tion of the donor in each species (DO and FRET pair) by the following
(46):

fDA ¼ fD ¼ A1

A1 þ A0
; fDO ¼ A0

A1 þ A0
¼ 1 � fDA (9)
The unquenched donor lifetime (tDO ¼ t0) can be obtained
experimentally (for instance as the longest lifetime component in
a two-exponential fit or by a separate measurement of a DO sample
acquired in identical conditions as the FRET sample) or from the
literature. The “amplitude-weighted” average lifetime of the sample
is calculated using Eq. 10, which is sometimes used as a “proxy”
to quantify the fraction of FRET-undergoing species at a given
location.

CtDa ¼ A1t1 þ A0t0
A1 þ A0

(10)

The DO lifetime (tDO ¼ t0) and the FRET sample lifetime (tDA ¼
t1) are related to the FRET efficiency (E) by

E ¼ 1 � tDA
tDO

(11)

Combining Eq. 9, 10, and 11, we get the following expression for
the product fDE :

fDE ¼ 1 � CtDa
tDO

(12)

Because the FRET efficiency of the DO species is equal to zero
(EDO ¼ 0), Eq. 12 can be rewritten as
fDE ¼ fDOEDO þ fDE ¼ ð1 � fDÞEDO þ fDE ¼ CED; (13)

which states that the quantity fDE computed with Eq. 12 is the
average FRET efficiency of the sample.
In the more general case where a number n of distinct FRET con-
figurations DAi ; i ¼ 1.n of the donor and acceptor molecules can
be observed, the lifetime tDA is replaced by n lifetimes ftigi¼1.n
and the fraction fDA by n fractions ffigi¼1.n such that

FTðtÞ ¼ IRFTðtÞ �
"Xn

i ¼ 0

Aie� t=ti

#
þ F0 (14)

and
fi ¼ fDAi
¼ AiPn

j ¼ 0Aj
; i ¼ 1.n;

f0 ¼ fDO ¼ A0Pn
j ¼ 0Aj

¼ 1 �
Xn

j ¼ 1

fj (15)

The “amplitude-weighted” average lifetime CtDais as follows:

CtDa ¼
Pn

i ¼ 0AitiPn
i ¼ 0Ai

¼
Xn

i ¼ 0

fiti; (16)
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which is therefore related to the mean FRET efficiency CED:

CED ¼
Xn

i ¼ 0

fiEi ¼
Xn

i ¼ 0

fi

�
1 � ti

t0

�
¼ 1 � CtDa

t0
; (17)

as before (t0 ¼ tDO).
It is noteworthy that this expression has a simple interpretation in
terms of the average FRET efficiency of the FRET-undergoing pairs.
Indeed, defining the “amplitude-averaged” DA lifetime by

CtDADa ¼
Pn

i ¼ 1AitiPn
i ¼ 1Ai

¼
Pn

i ¼ 1fitiPn
i ¼ 1fi

(18)

and the average FRET efficiency of the FRET-undergoing pairs as
CEDAD ¼ 1 � CtDAD
t0

; (19)

consequently,
CED ¼ f0E0 þ ð1 � f0ÞCEDAD; (20)
where E0 ¼ EDO ¼ 0 is the DO FRET efficiency, showing that the
occurrence of many different FRET configurations can be treated

formally as equivalent to a situation with a single “average” config-
uration characterized by a FRET efficiency given by Eq. 19 (and a
fraction given by 1 � f0). In practice, it is unlikely that a multiexpo-
nential fit can be performed reliably enough to estimate the different
ðAi ; tiÞ's needed to compute CtDADa.

Eqs. 7 and 12 (or Eqs. A.32 and 17) provide a way to directly
compare intensity-based and lifetime-based measurements of the
same sample.

Importantly, acquisition of donor fluorescence lifetime data for
MFLI-FRET quantification does not require acceptor fluorescence
information (either acceptor emission recording or acceptor excita-
tion). This is due to the fact that acceptor emission spectral bleed-
through in the donor channel is generally negligible, provided the
donor emission filter is properly chosen. As a benefit, the necessary
calibration of the system (i.e., IRF) or background correction is much
simpler to achieve in these conditions.
Double-stranded DNA sample preparation

NIR dyes were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham,
MA). Oligodeoxynucleotides (oligo-DNAs) were synthesized and
labeled by IBA Lifesciences (Göttingen, Germany). The sequences
of two complementary oligo-DNAs were as in Ref. (53), with the
“top” strand's sequence given by 50-TAA ATC TAA AGT AAC ATA
AGG TAA CAT AAC GGT AAG TCC A-3'. Alexa Fluor 700 (AF700)
and Alexa Fluor 750 (AF750) were used as the NIR FRET pair. The
donor (AF700) was conjugated to dT at position 1 of the top strand,
and the acceptor (AF750) was conjugated to dT at three separate po-
sitions ((17), (22), and (27)) on the “bottom” strand for each FRET
sample respectively. All purchased fluorescently conjugated oligo-
DNAs were provided purified using high-performance liquid chroma-
tography and lyophilized. Unlabeled strands were purified using de-
salting method and delivered in lyophilized form. Each lyophilized
oligo-DNA was first resuspended with Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 8)
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO) to make a 100 nM stock solution. To perform
the hybridization, AF700 oligo-DNA strands were mixed with
AF750 oligo-DNA strands at 1:1 M ratio at 50 nM final concentration
for 100 mL reaction volume. For DO and AO samples, unlabeled oligo-
DNAs were used as complementary strands at 1:1 M ratio. The
mixture of oligo-DNAs was heated at 95�C for 5 min using dry heat-
ing block and cooled at room temperature for 30 min to obtain a
mixture of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and residual unhybridized
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single-labeled oligo-DNAs. Identical samples were used for the IVIS
and the wide-field MFLI measurements.
Animal experiments

All animal procedures were conducted with the approval of the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at both AlbanyMedical
College and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Animal facilities of
both institutions have been accredited by the American Association
for Accreditation for Laboratory Animals Care International. Athymic
female nude mice were purchased from Charles River (Wilmington,
MA). All animals were in healthy condition. Tf probes were prepared
byconjugating iron-boundTfwithfluorophorespermanufacturer's in-
struction. AF700 and AF750 were used as donor and acceptor,
respectively. The animals were anesthetized with isoflurane before
being retro-orbitally injected with 40 mg of AF700-Tf (donor) and/or
80 mg of AF750-Tf (acceptor) conjugates and imaged immediately.
The intensity-based measurement lasted approximately 2 h (2 s per
channel, z 34 s between time points). The time-resolved data were
acquired continuously for 90min (z43 sper acquisition). Each inten-
sity FRETmeasurement involved threemice. Thesingle-donormouse
was injected with AF700-Tf, the single-acceptor mouse with AF750-
Tf, and the DA FRET mouse was injected with a mixture of AF700-
Tf and AF750-Tf at acceptor/donor (A:D) ratio of 2:1 (40 mg of
AF700-Tf and 80 mg of AF750-Tf). The lifetime measurement used
only onemouse injectedwith amixture of donor and acceptor. During
imaging,micewerekept anesthetizedusing isoflurane, and their body
temperature was maintained using a warming pad (Rodent Warmer
X2, Stoelting, IL) on the imaging plane.
Immunohistochemistry

Mice were injected with 40 mg Tf-biotin conjugates (Sigma-Aldrich,
MO) or PBS buffer and sacrificed 6 hr after injection. Bladders
were collected, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hr, and pro-
cessed for embedding and sectioning (43). Tissue sections were
analyzed by immunohistochemistry using ABC Elite and NovaRed
peroxidase substrate kit (Vector laboratories, CA) to visualize Tf-
biotin. Parallel bladder sections were stained with hematoxylin
and eosin and imaged using a 10x magnification microscope for tis-
sue morphology visualization.
FRET quantification using decay fits of MFLI data

dsDNA samples

fDE (product of the fraction of donor involved in FRET and the FRET
efficiency of the FRET sample) was quantified by fitting the fluores-
cence decays in each pixel of selected regions of interests (ROIs) to
a bi-exponential model (Eq. 8) and retrieving the amplitude-weighted
averaged lifetime CtDa (Eq. 10). IRFs were acquired using a sheet of
white paper as sample after removing all emission filters. After
convolution, the tail portion of each pixel's decay (99%–2% of the
peak value) was fit using the MATLAB function fmincon() for least
squares minimization of the cost function or, alternatively, the
nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm implemented in the free
software AlliGator (46,61). After CtDa was calculated for every decay
of interest (including DO and DA FRET sample), Eq. 12 was used to
calculate fDE.

Dynamic Tf-TfR FRET in vivo imaging

The liver and bladder ROIs were delineated via intensity thresholding
of the last time point in the series. Since the mouse did not move



laterally along the imaging plane during thez 90min of imaging, the
same mask was appropriate for all time points. The DO lifetime was
retrieved using the averaged mean lifetime values CtDa (Eq. 10) from
the urinary bladder over the first five acquisitions (t0;UB ¼ 1.03 ns).
This method neglects environment-dependent changes of AF700-
Tf lifetime between urinary bladder and liver, which measurements
on AF700-Tf-only injected mice discussed in Note S1 indicate are
minimal in this system. Note that this methodology might not hold
in other situations (e.g., due to putative pH dependence of lifetime
(51)) and a separate measurement with a DO-labeled mouse may
be needed to obtain the local donor lifetime (similar to the measure-
ment described in Note S1).

As discussed in Note S1, we also verified that autofluorescence
signal from tissues was negligible in the conditions of our experi-
ments and did not influence the analysis. We emphasize that this de-
pends on the extrinsic signal intensity being significantly larger than
the autofluorescence signal and needs to be assessed for each
experimental system as well as setup settings.

All other analysis steps and calculation of FRET efficiency were
performed similarly as described above for the dsDNA sample,
with the exception of the constraints for the two lifetimes t0 and
t1, which were set to ½0:2; 0:4� and ½0:9;1:1� respectively.
FRET quantification using sensitized emission
analysis of IVIS data

dsDNA samples

Background subtraction was performed on all excitation/emission
channels. The correction factors (dD , lD , dA; and lA) were then deter-
mined using Eqs. A.12 and A.13. Additionally, the g correction factor
was determined using the known quantum yields and fluorescence
emission spectra (Fig. S1) for the NIR dyes, as well as filter specifi-
cations and camera quantum efficiency of the IVIS imaging setup.
The calculated value was g ¼ 4AF750h

AF750
AF750em=4AF700h

AF700
AF700em ¼

0:41. Afterward, fDE was calculated according to Eq. 7.

Dynamic Tf-TfR FRET in vivo imaging

The correction factors (dD , lD , dA; and lA) were determined in a dy-
namic fashion at each time point using the intensities of the liver
and bladder ROIs of all three mice and Eqs. A.12 and A.13 (Fig. 2).
Intensity-based fDE was then calculated as described above for
the dsDNAs.
RESULTS

Short double-labeled dsDNA strands as FRET
standards

DA dsDNA molecules provide a simple and convenient
way to design molecules with well-defined distances
between donor and acceptor fluorophores that can
be used as FRET standards (62,63). In an ideal case,
the basepair separation between donor and acceptor
dyes determines the FRET efficiency based on the
B-DNA model structure. The larger the separation is,
the lower is the FRET efficiency, which depends on
the ratio of the distance between the two fluorescent
donor and acceptor fluorophoremolecules to their För-
ster radius R0 (RAF700=AF750 ¼ 7:8 nm). For this study,
three dsDNA FRET standard samples were prepared
by hybridization of donor- or acceptor-labeled comple-
mentary 35-oligonucleotide-long single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) molecules characterized by donor-acceptor
distances of 17, 22, and 27 nucleotides (Fig. 1A)
(53). The fluorophores used here (Alexa Fluor 700
and Alexa Fluor 750) are NIR-emitting fluorophores
widely adopted for in vivo imaging applications
(41,64). The donor fluorophore (AF700) is located at
the end of the same ssDNA, whereas the acceptor
(AF750) is located in different positions of the comple-
mentary strand but surrounded by a common nucleo-
tide pattern, in order to ensure a constant environment
(and therefore a common Förster radius) for all sam-
ples (53). These dsDNA samples were imaged for
both FLI- and intensity-based FRET analysis using
MFLI and IVIS imagers, respectively.

In contrast with MFLI, which requires the imaging of
one or two samples only (FRET, i.e., donor þ acceptor
and, optionally, DO), three samples are necessary for in-
tensity FRET analysis: DO, AO, and FRET sample
(referred to as donor-acceptor n or “DAn; ” where n indi-
cates the number of nucleotides separating donor and
acceptor). All samples were imaged with donor,
acceptor, and FRET excitation/emission channels,
with thesamefieldofviewandexcitationpowersettings
(Table 1). The fluorescence intensity maps of all sam-
ples from all channels are shown in Fig. 1B. Correction
factors dA and lA were obtained from the AO dsDNA
sample, whereas corrections factor dD and lD were
obtained from the DO dsDNA sample (Fig. 1C;
Table S3). The correction factor g was calculated using
the known quantum yield of both dyes, as well as by
calculating detection efficiency with known emission
spectra and detection wavelength bands used
herein (g ¼ 4AF750h

AF750
AF750em=4AF700h

AF700
AF700em ¼ 0:41). Us-

ing this information, calculation of the FRET efficiency
of the sample using Eq. 7 resulted in fDE values shown
in Fig. 1 C, D (Table S4).

The fluorescence decays and the intensity, average
lifetime, and fDE maps of all samples from all chan-
nels are shown in Fig. 1 F–I. The amplitude-weighted
mean lifetime of a dsDNA DO sample consisting of
the donor-labeled ssDNA hybridized to an unlabeled
complementary ssDNA strand was measured as
tDO ¼ 1:1950:05 ns. Using the amplitude-weighted
mean lifetimes of the DA dsDNA samples and Eq.
12 led to the values of fDE represented in Fig. 1I.
Fig. 1K compares the MFLI results to those obtained
with the IVIS system. We hypothesize that the
difference between both sets of results is due to re-
sidual donor bleed-through when excited with the
acceptor wavelength (see Fig. 1B, FAem

Aex
ðDOÞ). To prop-

erly correct for this, the measurement of FDem
Aex

ðXÞ (X ¼
DO, AO, and the three FRET samples) would be
needed and additional correction factors included in
Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023 7
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FIGURE 1 In vitro comparison of intensity- and MFLI-FRET imaging methods. (A) Oligonucleotide sequences used for hybridized DNA FRET
sample DA17. The donor, Alexa Fluor 700, was conjugated to dT at position 1. The acceptor, Alexa Fluor 750, was conjugated to dT positions 17,
22, and 27 on the complementary strand. Hence, the distance between the donor and the acceptor for “DA 17” after hybridization was 17 base-
pairs, which corresponds to approximately 5.8 nm. (B) Fluorescence intensity data acquired with the IVIS Lumina XRMS Imaging setup: donor-
only (DO) dsDNA, acceptor-only (AO), and FRET samples (DA17, DA22, and DA27) imaged with donor channel (FDem

Dex
), acceptor channel (FAem

Aex
), and

FRET channel (FAem
Dex

). Results from DNA FRET standard sample. (C) Spectral correction coefficient maps. (D) fDE map retrieved through inten-
sity FRET. (E) Boxplot of fDE values retrieved using intensity FRET. (F) Normalized MFLI decays measured from the donor-only and FRET
dsDNA samples (whole vial ROI). (G) Max-normalized intensity measurements using a gated-ICCD. (H) Amplitude-weighted mean lifetime
of the donor-only and FRET dsDNA samples. (I) fDE map retrieved through lifetime-based FRET. (J) Boxplot of fDE values retrieved using life-
time-based FRET. (K) Scatter plot comparison of fDE results (mean 5 standard deviation) retrieved through intensity-based (horizontal axis)
and lifetime-based (vertical axis) FRET.
the analysis. This further highlights the complexity
of the intensity-based FRET approach for these
applications.

The larger standard deviation of the intensity-based
FRET results compared with the lifetime-based
results noticeable in Fig. 1L is likely due to the lower
SNR of the IVIS data. Another possible contributor is
8 Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023
the fact that average correction factors were used,
as they were computed using different control tubes
(DO and AO), located at different positions and angles
than the DAn tubes.

Importantly, these complications are not present for
FLI-FRET quantification, and we observed low stan-
dard deviation across the vial ROIs (see Fig. 1 I, J).
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FIGURE 2 Dynamic SE-FRET spectral correction in vivo using IVIS. (A) three-cube (background-corrected) image data of mice injected with
NIR-Tf, 30 min post injection (p.i.). Top row: donor-only mouse, middle row: acceptor-only mouse, bottom row: donor þ acceptor mouse
(acceptor/donor ratio ¼ 2:1). Each row is composed of a FDem

Dex
(DD Channel), a FAem

Aex
(AA Channel), and a FAem

Dex
(DA Channel) image, as indicated

on the top of each image column. The intensity is color-coded as indicated by the color bar shown in the top right of each column. (B) Spectral
correction coefficient maps for t¼ 30min p.i. for the liver and bladder ROIs as indicated in the top-right corner of eachmap. The lD and dD maps
are computed from the images shown in the top row (donor-only mouse), whereas the lA and dA maps are computed from the images shown in
the middle row (acceptor-only mouse), color-coded according to the color bar shown on the right of each map. (C) Temporal evolution of the
spectral correction coefficients in both ROIs. The plots show the average and standard deviation of each coefficient in the liver (red curve and
red shaded area) and the bladder (blue curve and blue shaded area), corresponding to the respective maps shown in (B). The 30-min p.i. time
point illustrated in (A) and (B) is indicated by a dashed vertical line in all plots.
In vivo FRET imaging of transferrin-transferrin
receptor binding

We next demonstrated dynamic monitoring of ligand-
receptor engagement in vivo using sensitized emis-
sion FRET and compared it to MFLI-FRET.

The Tf-TfR system was chosen as a model for
in vivo FRET imaging of ligand-receptor engagement
since transferrin has been used widely as a carrier
for drug delivery (65). Tf-TfR binding was monitored
by either IVIS imaging according to intensity FRET im-
aging protocol as described in materials and methods
or using the MFLI imager as described previously
(42). Briefly, the animals were intravenously injected
with NIR-Tf fluorescently labeled probes and imaged
continuously for over 1.5 h at 30- to 43-sec interval
steps depending on the instrument. As previously
observed, there was a significant increase in fluores-
cence accumulation in the liver and the urinary
bladder as a function of time, whereas very little
was detected in other organs (43,44,64). This finding
was consistent across the intensity and the lifetime
FRET measurements.

Sensitized emission FRET quantification using IVIS data

As shown in Figs. 2 A and 3 A, single-labeled DO or AO
mice showed fluorescence intensity in the urinary
bladder and the liver in “all” channels. As expected,
DO mouse fluorescence was negligible in the acceptor
channel, and AO mouse fluorescence was negligible in
the donor channel. However, fluorescence intensity
levels are clearly detected in the FRET channel (donor
excitation and acceptor detection) for all organs of the
DO and AO single-labeled mice, indicating significant
spectral bleed-through.

In the DA mouse, all channels, including the FRET
channel (FAem

Dex
), showed fluorescence intensity in the

liver as well as in the urinary bladder (bottom row of
Fig. 2 A). Both acceptor and FRET channel intensity
measurements showed an accumulation of fluores-
cence probe in the liver and the urinary bladder over
Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023 9
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FIGURE 3 IVIS intensities observed in the different organs of the different mice (DO, AO, and DA) used in the experiment. (A) All measured
intensities as a function of time. The graph legend refers to the different plots as “mouse_channel” (urinary bladder (UB): thin dashed curves,
liver: thick curves). (B) FRET channel intensity variations observed in the urinary bladder (thin dashed curves) and liver (thick curves) of the
three mice. The fact that DO_DA (FRET signal in the donor-only mouse) is nonzero indicates donor bleed-through in the acceptor detection
channel, whereas the presence of AO_DA signal (FRET signal in the acceptor-only mouse) indicates direct excitation of the acceptor with
the donor excitation wavelength. The signals in the UB of all mice behave qualitatively similarly, as do their liver signals, demonstrating
that DA intensity only is not a sufficient signature of FRET. (C) Pharmaco-kinetics of the probes “not” affected by FRET in each organs are
similar in the three animals (referred to as DO_XX, AO_XX, and DA_XX, where XX designates the excitation/detection channel). In the liver (thick
curves), the donor probe in the DOmouse (DO_DD, light green), the acceptor probe in the AOmouse (AO_AA, red), and the acceptor probe in the
FRET mouse (DA_AA, wine) all show a lag phase followed by a rapid rise and a plateauing of the observed intensity. Similarly, in the urinary
bladder, these probes (same colors, thin dashed curves) show a first rapid increase followed by a slower accumulation. By contrast, and as
expected, in the FRETmouse, the donor signal observed in the liver (DA_DD, thick dark-green curve) behaves very differently, with almost no lag
phase and a slow decrease throughout most of the observation. Meanwhile, the same donor signal in the bladder (DA_DD, thin dashed dark-
green curve) follows a similar trend as the other probes in the other mice, a priori indicating no particular interaction going on in this organ.
Note that this graph has two intensity axes, the left one used for the D-only mouse and the right one for the two others, as indicated by the
arrows, due to different ranges involved.
time, which was qualitatively similar to that observed
in the single-labeled mice (Fig. 3 B and C). The only
striking difference with these “control” mice was
observed in the donor channel (Fig. 3 C), where the
bladder signal increased continuously, as in the other
mice, but the liver signal rapidly plateaued and eventu-
ally started decreasing.

These results are qualitatively consistent with FRET
occurring upon ligand-receptor interaction in the liver,
as expected based on its role in iron metabolism and
the known high level of TfR expression in the liver.
By contrast, the common increasing FRET channel in-
tensity in the urinary bladder of all mice suggests that
this signal was mostly contributed by donor spectral
leakage and/or direct excitation of the acceptor. How-
ever, the only way to exclude any possibility that FRET
was occurring the urinary bladder of the FRET mouse
was by performing sensitized emission FRET analysis
in a dynamic fashion to account for spectral bleed-
through at each time point.

Herein, we used the data from the single-labeled (DO
and AO) mice for spectral correction of the FRET
mouse data (i.e., mouse injected with a mixture of
donor- and acceptor-labeled Tf). As noted above, the
pharmaco-kinetics of the probes appeared very similar
in both organs for all three mice (Fig. 3 C), supporting
the use of information from the DO and AO mice to
obtain the four correction coefficients for acceptor
and donor spectral cross talk and bleed-through for
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the donor-acceptor mouse analysis (Fig. 2 B). All coef-
ficients were calculated and applied at each time point
(Fig. 2 C).

It is noteworthy that all coefficients are tissue
dependent and vary over time. The tissue dependency
is not unexpected based on their definitions, A.12 and
A.13, which involves either excitation intensities or
detection efficiencies. Both might be dependent on tis-
sue depth and the optical properties of intermediate
tissues. Since these properties are wavelength depen-
dent, the temporal variation of ratios of these coeffi-
cients likely reflects the changing depth distribution
of the probes as a function of time.

In addition, we applied the same g correction factor
as used for the dsDNA FRET samples analysis.
Because this constant factor does not fully correct
for the wavelength dependence of optical absorption
variation in biological tissue (and the changes in
fluorophore distribution as a function of time, as dis-
cussed above), this assumption might contribute to
additional uncertainties in the intensity corrections.

Using these parameters and the intensity in the
FRET channel, fDE was calculated at each time point
in the liver and urinary bladder of the donor-acceptor
mouse. Intensity-based dynamic fDE of Tf-TfR ligand-
receptor interaction showed increasing mean FRET ef-
ficiency in the liver and no significant fDE in the urinary
bladder (fDE ¼ 1:651:6%, Fig. S3 A) throughout the
2-hr duration of the observation (Fig. 5 B). This result



A B FIGURE 4 Comparison of donor channel in-
tensity dynamics: IVIS versus MFLI. (A) Donor
channel intensity plots for the liver (red) and uri-
nary bladder (blue) ROIs of the double-labeled
mouse observed with the IVIS system. (B)
Donor channel integrated intensity plots for
the liver (red) and bladder (blue) ROIs of the
double-labeled mouse observed with the MFLI
system. Both datasets exhibit some decrease
of the liver donor channel signal after some
time, which further analysis, described in the
text, links to increasing FRET in the liver.
directly correlates with the known physiology of Tf,
which binds to its receptor in the liver allowing FRET
to occur. The absence of FRET in the urinary bladder
indicates excretion and inability to bind TfR, of
degraded Tf, or their degradation products (free fluoro-
phores). It is worth noting that fDE values retrieved
over the first 20 min in the mouse liver are negative
(Fig. 5 B). This is due to negative FFRET values calcu-
lated according to Eq. 4 during this time interval, and
it most likely indicates inadequate correction factors.
Although the pharmaco-kinetics of the two probes
(AF700-Tf and AF750-Tf) in the two “control” mice
are similar to those in the FRET mouse (Fig. 3 C),
they are not identical, reflecting unavoidable interani-
mal physiological variation. Moreover, due to potential
differences in probe distribution and tissue properties
in the different mice, discrepancies between correc-
tion factors computed in one mouse and used in
another are further expected to contribute to these
erroneous results.

Lifetime-based FRET quantification using MFLI data

In comparison, lifetime-based FRET analysis was
much more straightforward. As discussed next, MFLI
data from the donor emission only (695 nm excitation,
721 5 6 nm detection) from a DA mouse was suffi-
cient to evaluate ligand-receptor interaction.

Similarly to the experiment involving intensity mea-
surements (Fig. 4 A, blue curve), a steady increase of
donor fluorescence was observed in the urinary
bladder (Fig. 4 B, blue curve). Intriguingly, contrary to
the case of the intensity-based experiment, where
the donor channel liver fluorescence plateaued and
slightly decreased toward the end of the measurement
(Fig. 4 A, red curve), the MFLI donor channel intensity
in the liver steadily decreased over the span of the
measurement Fig. 4 B, red curve).

Because no acceptor or FRET channel information
is available in the MFLI measurement, we proceeded
with the donor lifetime analysis described in materials
and methods and illustrated previously with the DNA
sample. This analysis requires a DO lifetime to which
to compare the mean donor lifetime observed in the
ROI. As discussed in materials and methods and
Note S1, the mean donor lifetime measured in the uri-
nary bladder during the first few time points of the
experiment (tbladder ¼ 1.03 ns) was used for both uri-
nary bladder and liver ROI throughout the experiment.
This ignores potential differences between donor life-
time in the two environments and any possible
changes of these lifetimes across time. Control exper-
iments performed in DO-labeled mice indicate that this
assumption is reasonable (Note S1 and Fig. S6). More-
over, as discussed in Note S1 and Fig. S6, a separate
analysis performed using a time-dependent donor
lifetime resulted in a similar conclusion to the one
obtained using this simpler assumption.

This analysis suggests that MFLI-FRET measure-
ments in other biomedical assays that do not provide
a validated internal negative FRET control, such as
the urinary bladder in the present experiments, can
instead use the long lifetime component obtained
from bi-exponential fitting of tissues or organs in
which FRET takes place, in so far as it matches that
observed in similar experiments performed with a
DO-labeled mouse, as indicated in Table S5.

Lifetime FRET analysis of the donor fluorescence
decay curves with bi-exponential fitting yielded ampli-
tude-weighted average lifetimes CtDa from which fDE
values were calculated using Eq. 12. fDE in the liver
is increasing over time due to the combined high
expression of TfR in that organ and the large vascular
fenestration (100–175 nm) of hepatic sinusoids,
facilitating passive accumulation of Tf in the liver
(Fig. 5 C and D) (66). By contrast, fDE within the urinary
bladder was negligible throughout the imaging session
(fDE ¼ 1:750:3%; Fig. S3 B), consistent with the
continuous increase of donor fluorescence intensity
observed in that organ (Fig. 4 B, blue curve). This finding
suggests that there was negligible FRET in the urinary
bladder (either low FRET efficiency E or low FRET-ing
donor fraction fD or both). This observation indicates
that either 1) there was no or negligible binding of the
Tf present in the urinary bladder to TfR, or 2) that the
observed donor fluorescence was a result of degraded
AF700-Tf, leading to free fluorophore accumulation.
Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023 11
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FIGURE 5 In vivo comparison of intensity- and MFLI-FRET dynamic imaging. (A) Maps at selected time points of intensity-based fDE in the
liver and the urinary bladder of a mouse injected with Tf A:D 80:40 mg (total time points: 210). (B) Corresponding intensity-based fDE time trace.
(C) Maps at selected time points of lifetime-based fDE in the liver and the urinary bladder of a mouse injected with Tf A:D 80:40 mg (total time
points: 127). (D) Corresponding lifetime-based fDE time trace. For (B) and (D), solid lines mark the average value, and the shaded areas indicate
the standard deviation across all pixels within each organ ROI.
These hypotheses are both supported by immunohisto-
chemical analysis of bladder tissues frommice intrave-
nously injected either with biotin-labeled Tf or PBS
(negative control, Fig. S2) showing no Tf staining in
the lining of all bladders.

Overall, these results indicate that bladder tissues do
not accumulate TfR-bound Tf upon intravenous injec-
tion. In any case, excluding the negative fDE values
retrieved over the first 20 min in the intensity FRET
analysis for the liver, fDE quantifications obtained by
bothapproachesare ingoodagreementwith eachother,
considering that themeasurements were performed us-
ing differentmice (and in the caseof the intensity-based
FRET analysis, multiple mice were used to obtain the
different correction parameters). Interestingly, quantita-
tive analysis of the two kinetic curves shown inFig. 5B–
D using a simple exponential model (Fig. S4) yielded
similar time constants tkin in both experiments (inten-
sity-based analysis: tkin ¼ 25:350:8 min; lifetime-
based analysis: tkin ¼ 24:551:1 min), consistent with
those observed in similar experiments (46).
DISCUSSION

Noninvasive molecular imaging approaches have been
used for assessment of drug distribution and delivery
in vivo with great success (67,68). Noninvasive imaging
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enables longitudinal assessment of preclinical drug
candidates without the need to sacrifice animals at
every time point of interest. Moreover, using the same
animal across multiple time points minimizes interani-
mal variation (Fig. 6 A). The localization of imaging
contrast agents provides insight into the distribution
of pharmaceutical or biopharmaceutical compounds
administered to the animals. Hence, molecular targeted
imaging has been used for in vivo studies of pharmaco-
kinetics and drug distribution using nuclear imaging
(PETandSPECT) (69,70).Theoutputof thesemodalities
is intensity information, which is used to represent the
localization of the drug. Unfortunately, this information
cannot be used to distinguish between co-localization
in the same spatial region and the accurate direct mea-
surement of target binding or cellular delivery. This lim-
itation often requires an invasive ex vivo approach to
fully reveal binding of the administered compound to
its respective target. The method of choice is histopa-
thology, including immunohistochemistry or immuno-
fluorescence staining (Fig. 6 A). Though, analysis of
ex vivo samples lacks whole-body drug distribution
context, which should include other important organs
besides the pathological ones. Additionally, ex vivo in-
vestigations require sacrifice of the animal for each
time point considered, leading to increased biological
variations.
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of different approaches for longitudinal preclinical molecular interaction monitoring. (A) Conventional preclinical lon-
gitudinal studies such as IHC (bottom, blue color scheme) require invasive analysis at each time point, thus increasing the number of animals
used and introducing interanimal variability. In contrast, preclinical longitudinal molecular imaging (top, middle; green and red color schemes)
enables the use of the same animals throughout the whole experiment, reducing the number of animals and minimizing interanimal variability.
Circles with different contrast indicate location of probe accumulation and recorded signal intensities. (B) Intensity-based imaging cannot
discriminate bound versus nonbound probes, measuring only the passive accumulation of probes in the organ of interest. In contrast,
FRET in vivo imaging can measure dynamic receptor-ligand engagement using either intensity-based sensitized emission or lifetime-based
in vivo imaging approaches.
We have previously shown that dynamic TfR-Tf re-
ceptor-ligand engagement can be studied in vivo us-
ing MFLI-FRET imaging (43,44,64). Tf is an iron-
carrying protein that can bind its homodimeric TfR
at the surface of all cells in the organism. TfR is a ho-
modimeric membrane-bound glycoprotein character-
ized by an interdimer distance less than 10 nm,
which allows the monitoring of Tf binding using
FRET (64). Tf-TfR binding has been monitored both
in vitro and in vivo using FLI-FRET imaging and vali-
dated by immunohistochemistry (43,44,46). As NIR-
Tf probes are introduced into the body via intrave-
nous injection, they will primarily label the liver, which
acts as a major location for iron homeostasis regula-
tion and displays a high level of TfR expression. Free
dye and/or small labeled degradation products of
NIR-Tf probes end up accumulating nonspecifically
in the urinary bladder, due to its role as an excretion
organ (46).

As demonstrated here, this type of study can
be performed using both intensity- and lifetime-
based approaches (Fig. 6). However, the intensity-
based approach requires spectral correction that is
cumbersome to implement experimentally, as
additional calibrating samples are necessary. The
intrinsic complexity of the corresponding three-
cube method commonly employed in vitro is further
compounded by the fact that different animals
need to be employed, raising questions about the
reproducibility of this approach. Altogether, nine in-
dependent measurements involving three mice
were required (Table S5; Fig. 6 B). Although the
data obtained with the two mice injected with DO
and AO probes can in principle be reused for correc-
tion of new measurements with new mice injected
with both probes, this requires that no change in
acquisition parameters (and setup) takes place
from one experiment to another, which might be
difficult to ensure. In practice, it would be recom-
mended to repeat these calibration measurements
each time, increasing the cost and complexity of
these measurements. Moreover, for the correction
factors defined in Eqs. A.12 and A.13 to be valid, it
is critical that the dye environment in the different
mice used for their estimation, as well as the proper-
ties of the surrounding tissues, is similar (as implic-
itly assumed in the derivation). This may prove
extremely difficult to ensure due to mouse-to-mouse
variability, in particular when perturbations such as
tumor xenografts are involved, since xenografts
grown from the same cell line often possess variable
size, cell density, and microenvironments across
different animals (43,71).

In vivo FRET measurement protocols have tradition-
ally relied on reporting a relative increase in acceptor
intensity of FRETing sample compared with non-
FRETing sample (i.e., PR). However, imaging
throughout the body of small animals upon probe in-
jection results in significant variation of fluorescence
intensity as well as confounding emission leakage.
Therefore, as in microscopy, intensity-based FRET
in vivo macroscopy imaging should use the sensitized
Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023 13



emission method, in which confounding emission
leakages are properly corrected. However, sensitized
emission FRET approach has not been adopted in
small animal optical imaging, probably due to its
complexity. Nevertheless, intensity-based sensitized
emission FRET approach can be applied using widely
available small animal imaging instruments such as
the IVIS platform, making this imaging methodology
accessible to many researchers. Sensitized emission
FRET in vivo small animal imaging would allow the
visualization of spatial drug distribution in a dynamic
manner, enabling the understanding of the cellular
mechanisms under pathophysiological context and
providing valuable information for precision phar-
maco-kinetics.

Lifetime-based FRET quantification provides robust
and quantitative measures of target receptor engage-
ment in vivo in a direct and noninvasive fashion. Even
in the case of unique tumor microenvironments, life-
time-based FRET can be analyzed in each mouse inde-
pendently. Hence, in its macroscopic implementation,
MFLI-FRET is uniquely positioned to extract informa-
tion regarding protein-protein interaction across
entire small animals with high sensitivity (Fig. 6 B).
Importantly, MFLI-FRET has been expanded to mea-
sure antibody-target engagement using NIR-labeled
trastuzumab, an anti-HER2 clinically relevant antibody
in HER2 breast tumor xenograft models (44,51). There-
fore, NIR MFLI-FRET imaging is a quantitative and
noninvasive tool for the optimization of targeted
drug delivery systems based on receptor-ligand or
antibody-target engagement in tumors in vivo. MFLI-
FRET should find broad applicability in in vivo molecu-
lar imaging and could be extended to applications
as diverse as image-guided surgery or optical tomog-
raphy as well as other antibody-target systems,
including other HER or immunotherapy receptors.
Considering the recent development of next-genera-
tion time-resolved SPAD cameras, which are simpler
to use and more affordable than the gated-ICCD cam-
era technology used in this study and have recently
been validated in MFLI-FRET imaging of tumor xeno-
grafts in mice models of human breast and ovarian
cancer (51), MFLI-FRET appears uniquely well posi-
tioned to impact the field of molecular imaging.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

All data and results are available on a public cloud re-
pository (72) in order to ensure reproducibility. Data
corresponding to the mouse measured with the MFLI
approach (Fig. 4 B and Fig. 5 C and D) have already
been used in Ref. (46), although not analyzed at the
single-pixel level, as done in this work. Software
used for analysis includes MATLAB (The MathWorks,
14 Biophysical Reports 3, 100110, June 14, 2023
MA), OriginPro (OriginLab, MA), and AlliGator, a free
standalone software available on Github (46,61). IVIS
FRET Analysis, a simple LabVIEW software used to
perform sensitized-emission FRET analysis of the
mouse IVIS data as described in this article, is avail-
able as source code on Github (73).
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting material can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.bpr.2023.100110.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF INTENSITY FRET
EQUATIONS USED IN THE TEXT

A.1 Definitions and notations

We use the notations of Ref. (53) with minor modifications. In
particular, we drop the “ex” and “em” indices in the quantities
FEem
Xex

used in the main text, replacing them by FE
X in order to simplify

the notation.
As a reminder, data acquisition involves one of two types of exci-

tation channels X (laser line in Ref. (53), bandpass filter in the IVIS
device), corresponding to the donor (X ¼ D) or acceptor (X ¼ A) exci-
tation wavelengths, and two emission channels E, characterized by
bandpass filters specific for the donor emission (E ¼ D) or acceptor
emission (E ¼ A). Four possible combinations of excitation and
emission channels are therefore possible in principle: ðX; EÞ˛ fðD;
DÞ; ðD; AÞ; ðA; AÞ; and ðA; DÞg. The last combination is rarely used in
practice, as it is uncommon to observe emission in a wavelength
band (D) shorter than the excitation band (A). Although it could
have been relevant to use it in the measurements described in the
main text, no such data was collected, and therefore the formalism
described next will ignore it.

For a given molecular species S, the signal collected using an
(X, E) excitation/emission pair is denoted FE

X ðSÞ, which we will as-
sume to be corrected for background (data acquired in the same
sample in the same conditions but with excitation source
blocked).

Three different molecular species S are relevant in this study:
S˛ fDO; AO; DAg, where DO designates a DO species (molecule
labeled with a donor fluorophore only), AO designates an AO species
(molecule labeled with an acceptor fluorophore only), and DA desig-
nates a DA (donor and acceptor) molecule. In principle, the DA spe-
cies could be composed of different subcategories fDAigi¼1.n,
characterized by different stoichiometries and/or different attach-
ment sites and/or D-A distances. Formally, the same could be true
of the DO and AO species, as fluorophore quantum yield could
depend on the attachment site. In that case, we need to consider
fDOigi¼1.d and fAOigi¼1.a. We will here assume a single configura-
tion for each species but consider the case of different DA species in
the last section.

Following previous notations (53), we further distinguish the
physical process Z at the origin of the recorded signal using the no-
tation

Z
FE
X ðSÞ. There are three processes of interest in this type of

experiment:

1) Z ¼ D: direct excitation of the donor, followed by donor emission,
2) Z ¼ A: direct excitation of the acceptor, followed by acceptor

emission,
3) Z ¼ D / A: direct excitation of the donor, followed by nonradia-

tive transfer to the acceptor and acceptor emission.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpr.2023.100110
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We therefore have the following identities:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

FE
X ðDOÞ ¼ z

FE
X ðDOÞ

FE
X ðAOÞ ¼ A

FE
X ðDOÞ

FE
X ðDAÞ ¼ D

FE
X ðDAÞ þ D/A

FE
X ðDAÞ þ A

FE
X ðDAÞ

(A.1)

The first two simply state that no matter what excitation channel
and emission channel are considered, only a single process needs to
be considered when a single fluorophore species is present. The last
identity expresses the fact that, in the case of the DA species, three
types of processes can contribute to the signal: direct donor excita-
tion/emission, donor excitation followed by FRET and acceptor
emission, or direct acceptor excitation/emission.

Finally, for a sample comprising a mixture of ND donor molecules
and NA acceptor molecules, a fraction fD (resp. fA) of which are part
of a D-A pair, we have for the total number N of fluorophores in the
sample and the respective numbers NS of species S,

8>><
>>:

N ¼ NA þ ND

NDO ¼ ð1 � fDÞND

NAO ¼ ð1 � fAÞNA

NDA ¼ fDND ¼ fANA

(A.2)

A.2 Fundamental equations

The equations used in Ref. (53) were defined for single molecules
and thus require a simple multiplication by one of the NS factors
and reintroducing the terms neglected in that work:

FD
D ðDOÞ ¼ NDOIDsD

Dexc
4Dh

D
Dem

(A.3)

FAðDOÞ ¼ N I sD 4 hD (A.4)
D DO D Dexc D Aem

FAðDOÞ ¼ NDOIAsD 4 hD (A.5)
A Aexc D Aem

FDðAOÞ ¼ N I sA 4 hA (A.6)
D AO D Dexc A Dem

FAðAOÞ ¼ NAOIDsA 4 hA (A.7)
D Dexc A Aem

FAðAOÞ ¼ NAOIAsA 4 hA (A.8)
A Aexc A Aem

FDðDAÞ ¼ N I
�
sD 4 ð1 � EÞhD þ sA 4 hA
D DA D Dexc D Dem Dexc A Dem

þ sD
Dexc

E4Ah
A
Dem

�
(A.9)
FAðDAÞ ¼ N I
�
sD 4 ð1 � EÞhD þ sA 4 hA
D DA D Dexc D Aem Dexc A Aem

þ sD
Dexc

E4Ah
A
Aem

�
(A.10)

FAðDAÞ ¼ NDAIA
�
sD 4 ð1 � EÞhA þ sA 4 hA
A Aexc D Dem Aexc A Aem

þ sD
Aexc

E4Ah
A
Aem

�
(A.11)

Where, Eqs. A.5 and A.6 were assumed to be equal to zero in
Ref. (53) as were the last two terms of Eq. A.9 and the first and

last term of Eq. A.11.

In the above equations, we have the following:

- IX is the X excitation intensity (expressed in events per unit area, as
detectors such as cameras do not measure photon energy and
instead only count the number of photon absorption events),
which factors in integration time;

- sFXexc
is the absorption cross-section of fluorophore F ( ¼ D or A) at

wavelength Xexc (or the average absorption cross-section in the X
excitation wavelength band);

- 4F is the quantum yield of fluorophore F ( ¼ D or A);
- hFEem is the detection efficiency of fluorophore F ( ¼ D or A) in emis-
sion channel E (¼ D or A);

- E is the FRET efficiency of the DA pair.

Note that we ignore all FD
A ðXÞ terms in this analysis (species

excited with the acceptor wavelength and detected in the donor
emission channel), as their contribution should be negligible in the
present case, but some experimental situations might require their
consideration to obtain fully corrected quantities.

Finally, these expressions neglect any higher order photophysical
effects such as re-excitation, saturation, etc., which could potentially
play a role in some specific experimental situations but are deemed
negligible here.

Based on these general equations, we can now look at the two
“reference” samples measured in this study, namely donor-only
(DO, N ¼ NDO , NA ¼ NDA ¼ 0) and acceptor-only (AO, N ¼ NAO ,
ND ¼ NDA ¼ 0). Using Eqs. A.3–A.5, we obtain the following:

lD ¼ FA
D ðDOÞ

FD
D ðDOÞ

¼ hD
Aem

hD
Dem

dD ¼ FA
A ðDOÞ

FA
D ðDOÞ

¼ IAsD
Aexc

IDsD
Dexc

; (A.12)

and using Eqs. A.6–A.8,
lA ¼ FD
D ðAOÞ

FA
D ðAOÞ

¼ hA
Dem

hA
Aem

dA ¼ FA
D ðAOÞ

FA
A ðAOÞ

¼ IDsA
Dexc

IAsA
Aexc

(A.13)

Coefficients lD and dA correspond to coefficients l and d in
Ref. (53) and represent the donor leakage coefficient and the

acceptor direct-excitation coefficient, respectively. The two new
coefficients dD and lA are counterparts of these coefficients and
are negligible if the donor absorption cross-section at the
acceptor excitation wavelength, sDAexc

, is negligible and the detec-
tion efficiency of the acceptor in the donor emission channel,
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hADem
, is negligible. These coefficients can be estimated from the

DO and AO signals measured with the different excitation-emis-
sion (X, E) combinations, provided these quantities all correspond
to the same integration time and, more generally, the same detec-
tion parameters, as well as constant excitation intensity for a
given (X, E).
A.3 Pure DA sample case

The next step consists in extracting from Eqs. A.9–A.11, which are
valid for “pure” DA species, an expression for E in terms of the
measurable quantities FD

D ðDAÞ, FA
D ðDAÞ; and FA

A ðDAÞ. In order to
simplify notations, we will define D, A, and F as follows:8>>><

>>>:
D ¼ IDsD

Dexc
4Dh

D
Dem

A ¼ IAsD
Aexc

4Dh
D
Aem

F ¼ IDsA
Dexc

4Ah
A
Aem

E ¼ gED

; (A.14)

where the g factor is defined by the following (53):

A

g ¼ 4AhAem

4Dh
D
Dem

(A.15)

With these notations, Eqs. A.9–A.11 can be rewritten:8
D

>><
>>:

FD
D ðDAÞ ¼ N½ð1 � EÞD þ dAlAA þ lAF �

FA
D ðDAÞ ¼ N½ð1 � EÞlDD þ dAA þ F �

FA
A ðDAÞ ¼ N½ð1 � EÞlDdDD þ A þ dDF �

(A.16)

Replacing F by gED results in three equations for the three un-
knowns D, A, and E, the latter one being the only one of interest. Sim-
ple algebra yields the following:(
FA
D ðDAÞ � dAFA

A ðDAÞ ¼ Nð1 � dAdDÞ½lD þ ðg � lDÞE �
FD
D ðDAÞ � lAFA

D ðDAÞ ¼ Nð1 � lAlDÞð1 � EÞD
(A.17)

Taking the ratio of these two expressions eliminates N and D,
yielding the following result:
E ¼ ð1 þ alAlDÞFA
D ðDAÞ � alDFD

D ðDAÞ � dAFA
A ðDAÞ

ð1 þ alAðlD � gÞÞFA
D ðDAÞ � aðlD � gÞFD

D ðDAÞ � dAFA
A ðDAÞ

; (A.18)
where we have introduced a defined by

a ¼ 1 � dDdA
1 � lDlA

(A.19)
8>><
>>:

FD
D ðMÞ ¼ NDð1 � fDÞD þ NAð1 � fAÞdA

FA
D ðMÞ ¼ NDð1 � fDÞlDD þ NAð1 � fAÞd

FA
A ðMÞ ¼ NDð1 � fDÞdDlDD þ NAð1 � f
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This formula is identical to Eqs. 10 and 11 of Ref. (53) when
dD ¼ lA ¼ 0 (a ¼ 1).

Note that Eq. A.19 can be expressed in terms of the sensitized
emission FRET term FFRET ¼ NF and some additional terms. To ex-
press NF as a function of FD

D ðDAÞ, FA
D ðDAÞ; and FA

A ðDAÞ, we look for
ðu; vÞ such that FA

D ðDAÞ � uFD
D ðDAÞ � vFA

A ðDAÞ contains no D and A
terms, based on the definitions of Eq. A.16. We obtain

8>>><
>>>:

u ¼ 1 � dAdD
1 � lAlDdAdD

lD

v ¼ 1 � lAlD
1 � lAlDdAdD

dA

(A.20)

From this, we obtain the following expression for FFRET ¼ NF :

FFRET ¼ 1 þ alAlD
1 � dAdD

FAem
Dex

ðDAÞ � dA

1 � dAdD
FAem
Aex

ðDAÞ

� lD
1 � lAlD

FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ
(A.21)

It is then straightforward to verify that E in Eq. A.18 can be rewritten
based on the definitions of Eq. A.16:
E ¼ FFRET

FFRET þ g

1 � lAlD

�
FDem
Dex

ðDAÞ � lAFA
D ðDAÞ

� (A.22)

A.4 Simple mixture case: D, A, and DA mixture

When the sample is a mixture M as defined by Eq. A.2, the three
measured signals are given by the sums:

8>><
>>:

FD
D ðMÞ ¼ FD

D ðDOÞ þ FD
D ðAOÞ þ FD

D ðDAÞ
FA
D ðMÞ ¼ FA

D ðDOÞ þ FA
D ðAOÞ þ FA

D ðDAÞ
FA
A ðMÞ ¼ FA

A ðDOÞ þ FA
A ðAOÞ þ FA

A ðDAÞ
; (A.23)
where the terms in the right hand side of Eq. A.23 are given by their
expressions in Eqs. A.3–A.11. Using the definitions of Eq. A.14, we

obtain the following:
lAA þ NDfD½ð1 � EÞD þ dAlAA þ lAF �
AlAA þ NDfD½ð1 � EÞlDD þ dAA þ F�

AÞA þ NDfD½ð1 � EÞlDdDD þ A þ dDF �
(A.24)



Using the identity F ¼ gED and the fact that fDND ¼ fANA (Eq.
A.2), this can be rewritten:8>><
>>:

FD
D ðMÞ ¼ NDð1 � fDE þ lAgfDEÞD þ NAdAlAA

FA
D ðMÞ ¼ NDðð1 � fDEÞlD þ gfDEÞD þ NAdAA

FA
A ðMÞ ¼ NDðð1 � fDEÞdDlD þ dDgfDEÞD þ NAA

(A.25)

To eliminate NAA, the same combinations as in Eq. A.17 gives the
following:(
FA
D ðDAÞ � dAFA

A ðDAÞ ¼ NDð1� dAdDÞ½lD þ ðg�lDÞfDE�D
FD
D ðDAÞ � lAFA

D ðDAÞ ¼ NDð1 � lAlDÞð1 � fDEÞD
;

(A.26)

which is identical to Eq. A.17, except for the replacement of N by ND

and E by fDE. The final result for the product fDE is therefore iden-

tical to Eq. A.18, except for the quantities involved, which are now
the intensities recorded for the mixture, rather than the pure DA
sample:
fDE ¼ ð1 þ alAlDÞFA
D ðMÞ � alDFD

D ðMÞ � dAFA
A ðMÞ

ð1 þ alAðlD � gÞÞFA
D ðMÞ � aðlD � gÞFD

D ðMÞ � dAFA
A ðMÞ (A.27)
Note that this result is slightly different from the one proposed
by Zal and Gascoigne (54), although the actual numerical difference
will be negligible for lA � 1 and dD � 1, which is generally
the case.
A.5 Advanced mixture case: D, A, and {DAi}i¼1...n

mixture

In the more general case where a number n of distinct FRET config-
urations fDAigi¼1.n of the donor and acceptor molecules can be
FD
D ðMÞ ¼ NDð1 � fDÞD þ NAð1 � fAÞdAlAA þ

Xn

i ¼ 1

NDAi
½ð1 � EiÞD þ dAlAA þ lAFi�

¼ NDð1 � fDÞD þ NAð1 � fAÞdAlAA þ NDðfD � CEDÞD þ fANAdAlAA þ NDlAgCEDD;

¼ NDð1 � ð1 � lAgÞCEDÞD þ NAdAlAA

(A.30)
observed (a similar derivation can be performed assuming a contin-
uous probability distribution function rather than a finite number of
species), with FRET efficiencies fEig and fractions ffig, the total
number ND of donor molecules and NA of acceptor molecules can
be decomposed into the following:8>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

ND ¼ NDO þ
Xn

i ¼ 1
NDi

NDO ¼ fDOND;NDi
¼ fDi

ND

NA ¼ NAO þ
Xn

i ¼ 1
NAi

NAO ¼ fAOND;NAi
¼ fAi

NA

; (A.28)
where NDi (resp. NASi ) is the number of donor (resp. acceptor)
molecules involved in a DA pair characterized by FRET effi-

ciency Ei , and NDO (resp. NAO) is the number of remaining
donor (resp. acceptor) molecules. Noting fD ¼ Pn

i¼ 1fDi and fA ¼Pn
i¼1fAi , it follows from Eq. A.28 that fDO ¼ 1 � fD and fAO ¼

1 � fA.
By definition, the number of FRET pairs with FRET efficiency Ei is

NDAi ¼ fDi ND ¼ fAi NA. For each FRET pair, Eqs. A.9–A.11 apply and
can be written (using the notations of Eq. A.14 modified to use Ei
instead of E and Fi instead of F) as follows:
8>>><
>>>:

FD
D ðDAiÞ ¼ NDAi

½ð1 � EiÞD þ dAlAA þ lAFi�
FA
D ðDAiÞ ¼ NDAi

½ð1 � EiÞlDD þ dAA þ Fi�
FA
A ðDAiÞ ¼ NDAi

½ð1 � EiÞlDdDD þ A þ dDFi�

(A.29)

Eq. A.23 for the mixture is now replaced by modified equations
involving the multiple FRET species. We will only walk through the
first equation (the last two following accordingly):
which is identical to the first equation in A.25 with the replacement
of fDE by CED defined by the following:
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CED ¼
Xn

i ¼ 1

fDi
Ei ¼

Xn

i ¼ 0

fDi
Ei ¼ NA

ND

Xn

i ¼ 0

fAi
Ei (A.31)

Following the same procedure for the remaining two equations
for FA

D ðMÞ and FA
A ðMÞ leads to the same equations as in A.25, with

the replacement of fDE by CED, Consequently, the result of Eq. A.27
applies, with the same replacement:
CED ¼ ð1 þ alAlDÞFA
D ðMÞ � alDFD

D ðMÞ � dAFA
A ðMÞ

ð1 þ alAðlD � gÞÞFA
D ðMÞ � aðlD � gÞFD

D ðMÞ � dAFA
A ðMÞ (A.32)
This equation allows comparing the results of intensity FRET
measurements to those obtained by fluorescence lifetime in the
case of multiple FRET efficiencies involving the same donor-
acceptor pair (Eq. 17), with the identification fi ¼ fDi .
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